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REFRESHED
Let go of the Ego
What's past is passed
Maintaining the pretence, will be a harder fall
Accept defeat with grace
Stay Alive, stay true to oneself
It takes years to build a life of mastery
Focus on the dening moment, reach there
It shall be done,
Refresh the life
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BEING GOD

FOCUS ON THE END

Programmers are called Dev's

Focus on the end goal,

Sanskrit call Gods as Dev(a)s

Get Clear knowledge,

Kabhi Kabhi Mujhe lagta hai ji

Narrow down the priorities

Apun hi bhagwan hai

Say no to everything not urgent
Grow higher, let your dreams take you forward,
than your memories imprisoning you forever.
PS:
There will be dicult times,
I will overcome them with work and determination.
My lofty goals and minutae plans is in the right direction .
I know where i need to go, Now i need to double down on execution and stop losing ow
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REBELLION OF YOUTH

THIS DECADE
This Decade,

The rebellion of youth
We will Occupy
The Unspoken misadventures
Mars
Loss of innocence
Whatever it Takes
Self deceits to pass another day
Gaganyatri
It will all connect in the Horizon
Forge ahead,
One more day, One more try
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MORE TAGS, THAN IDEAS

REMEMBER WHY

When the tags
Remember why you started
are more than the
Remember the toils of parents
Idea
The more risks you take,
Just thinking

planned or otherwise
Easier it gets to nd the way
Fearing failure only avoid embracing triumphs
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LIKE THE RABBIT

STOP AND RESTART

Like the Rabbit

There are long days of inactivity

Snoozing and wayward direction

Longer nights of silence and stillness

Track doesn't seem to go ahead

The cold gets into the bones, slowing things around

Remove lethargy and move for the kill

Doubts and failures start to blind the front-view

Build the platform , one day at a time

Look ahead, try to keep the oil burning

Without toil, not even sandcastles can be built

There will be harder days ahead, barely able to survive

focus only on a few things, towards the light

But move ahead, one step at a time

Than a sail-less boat tossed at the mercy of life

Pick up the fallen pieces, Let of past burdens
The treachery of others, the thoughts of vengeance will
Only pull you back down,
Do what you wish once in a while, not everyday can be paradise
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SACHIN SHETTY

Stop
And Restart

FAILURES AND DREAMS
STAYING GROUNDED
Without the link to the ground,
We'd all oat like a balloon with pued air .
Listing my failures, to remind myself
that nothing comes easy, without dedication and work
Wishes and dreams end up being regrets .
Only the used up soul, body and mind at the end of life
Can reach nirvana of self contentment.
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REALITY

THE WORLD IS SMALL

Reality is the Backdated Cheque

Karma plays the long con

Keeps taking its pound of esh,

The wheel comes back to the lessons unlearned

Every day, month like the never ending EMI

Where it takes one around in circles

The quest to grow more

One from the past, nds another to nish

Only brought extra luggage into

The gods must denitely be laughing above

Another Day

Like ghosts the memories keep circling above
The dreams of Space keep ahead the time
The world is small after all,
Look up, its all there
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MIRROR SAYS IT ALL

AUF WIEDERSEHEN

Mirror says it all

I've played the game

The Battles to search for external source

long enough to know that

have been lost

Who will be the one ending up with burned hands

Look inward, see the un-unleashed bounty

Face down on the mud at spread eagled

See the vision clearly, reboot again

Unless one puts a complete stop to the ensuing madness

Let the light take over

Cutting of the repeating tangent shooting at every ebb and ow

Distance the darkness of haze

The small leak in the life boat, will sink slowly but surely
Auf Wiedersehen
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THE MASK

SPACEBOUND WAVE
When you don't even get invited

Wearing the face Mask
When everyone else does
to not get aected
Then you wave back from the Sky
Then the observation is of people giving a wide berth
Spacebound
Walking away and sitting at a distance
* Old wives tales
Unintended Isolation Accomplished
Expecting not to be tackled down
And carried away in a Van for testing
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LEAD FORWARD

EARNEST WAY

RACE AHEAD WITH SELF
All luck seems to have run out
Time seems to oat
The pots of Karma nally seem to revolt the abuse
The race with self looks like to have reached a loop
All the other doors have been closed,
Visiting the same start and end and repeating again
Only the door that one hid to divert from actual path is open
Look for the way out
Only one way beckons now, the reason why one started
For the next stop of the journey of creation
It seems alien, ambiguous and confusing after eons of neglect
There is vast opportunities in the horizon
But there is always the way out,
Lift ones head forward
If one seeks it in Earnest
Discipline will lead the way, maybe clarity can reach out on the
way
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HARDEST THING FIRST

WHAT COULD

Do the hardest thing First

The thought of what could have been,

Let the low hanging fruit be taken

Would be a torment even after years of passage

As a break option

One needs to keep looking forward,

Get in Line

Move ahead after shedding old skin
The battle scars are inevitable,
Learn and avoid the perils of early pilgrim's
The same fate shall befall for taking similar actions
Keep the foot forward, one step at a time
Looking back, it seems a long away from the start,
A long ride has been ensued
From the point of no return
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DO WHAT RUNS YOU

IN A ALTERNATE UNIVERSE

Do what Runs You
I a Alternate Universe
The music that sweeps you of the ground
Its a normal ight from Bengaluru to Frankfurt
Matter of self expression, increasing one's life
Instead of masks, Headphones adorn Faces
For a little more time to live
--The life built on ideals, for a shot at immediately
Social distancing is observed via Phone and Sneakers brand
Stuttering to keep it close and ensuing the path
Stay at home is enforced on the oppressed
Sights come & Go
--While the Heart grows and grows

Overnight queues for screening of movies
Gadgets would outsell in the rst hour of release
Instead tissue rolls are the most awaited of items
Queues now start at the Grocery stores
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SACHIN SHETTY

--VIPS entries to the richest and amboyant
Entourages and paid followers to the slimiest of Characters
Instead class structure has turned upside down

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Nobody in sight, None to do their daily chores

Sachin Shetty

Now heroes are the sanitation workers

Going to Mars in a few years, meanwhile reading and writing to
buy ticket.

--Its a not perfect world outside
But we can all create our little world of Bliss
These trying times, will pass
Hopefully the lessons learnt stay at least
For a few generation
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